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Introduction.

Let
(1) y=Y(x,a)

donóte a one-parameter set of extremals for the integral

J=   I    F(x,y,y')dx,
«Arn

passing through a fixed point (£, n) and furnishing a field about an arc ©0 of

the particular extremal a = a0, and let

a= a(x, y)

denote the inverse function of the field, obtained by solving (1) with respect to a.

Further, let the function W(x, y) be defined by the two equations

U(x,a) = jXf(x,Y,Y')dx,

W(x,y)= U(x,a),

so that the function W(x, y)—which we will call the field integral—represents

the value of the integral J taken from the fixed point (£, 77) to an arbitrary

point (x, y) of the field along the unique extremal of the field passing through

the point (x, y).

Then the following two fundamental formulas hold for the partial derivatives

of the field integral : \

dW
d:r-=f{x'y,p)-pfAx'y'P)>

(2)
dW     ft ï

* Presented to the Society at the New Haven summer meeting September 4, 1906.    Received

for publication May 11, 1906.

fSee, for instance, Bolza, Lectures on the Calculus of Variations, p. 266.
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where p =p(x, y) is the slope of the extremal of the field passing through

(x, y), at that point :

p(x, y)= Y'(x, a).

We shall call these formulas Hamilton's Formulas, because they have first

been given by Hamilton* as early as 1835, even for a much more general case.

From Hamilton's formulas follow immediately : on the one hand " Weier

strass' theorem " f

AJ= HEdx,
«Ar0

by means of " Weierstrass' construction " ; on the other hand " Beltrami-

Hilbert's independence theorem," \ which states that the expression

(3) lf(x,y, p)-pfv'(x,y, p)]dx+fy,(x,y, p)dy

is a complete differential if the slope-function p(x, y) is substituted for p.

When one attempts to extend Hamilton's formulas and the allied theory

from the particular case of a set of extremals through a fixed point to the case

of any set of extremals, one meets at once with a difficulty. It is, in this case,

not a priori clear from what point as lower limit the integral W should be taken

on the different extremals of the set. This difficulty has been removed by

Kneser as follows: § He first takes the integral W(x, y) from an arbitrary but

fixed curve *% drawn across the field and computes the partial derivatives of W; it

turns out that they differ from the simple expressions (2) only by an additional

term in the expression of dW/dy. And then he so determines the curve X that

this additional tern vanishes. He finds as solution of this problem — which

we shall call "Kneser's Problem" — the result that the curve £ must be a

" transversal " to the set of extremals forming the field. Closely connected with

this result is " Kneser's Theorem on Transversals." ||

Hamilton's formulas being thus extended to any set of extremals, the cor-

responding extension of Weierstrass' theorem on the one hand, and of Bel-

TRAMI-Hilbert's independence theorem on the other hand follow easily.

♦Philosophical Transactions, 1835, parti, p. 77.

f Wkieesteass, Berlin Lectures, 1879; see, for instance, Osgood, Annals of Mathe-

matics, ser. 2, vol. 2 (1901), p. 115, and Bolza, Lectures, pp. 87. 266.

% The theorem was first given, independently of Hamilton's formulas, by Beltrami in a

paper on geodesies, Sulla teoriia delle linee geodrtiche, published in 1868 (Rendioonti del Reale

Istituto Lombardo, ser. 2, vol. 1, pp. 708-718, also Opere, vol. 1, pp. 366-373). This im-

portant paper seems to have remained unnoticed until quite recently (my own attention has been

called to it by Professor Kneser). The theorem was rediscovered thirty years later by Hilbert

who made it the basis of his well-known proof of Weierstrass' theorem (see Göttinger

Nachrichten, 1900, pp. 253-297, and Archiv für Mathematik und Physik, ser. 3, vol.

1(1901), p. 231.)
ê See Kneskr, Lehrbuch der Variationsrechnung, \ 15, and OSGOOD, 1. c, p. 119.

|| See Kneser, Lehrbuch, p. 48, and Bolza, Lectures, § 33.
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A second method for the extension of Weierstrass' theorem to any set of

extremals has been given by Hilbert.* Instead of starting from the integral

W, he starts from the differential expression (3) with an arbitrary function p

of x and y, and proposes so to determine the function p that the expression (3)

becomes a complete differential. He finds as solution of this problem — which

we shall call (according to A. Mayer) "Hubert's Problem" — the slope-function

P= Y'(x, a),

derived from any set of extremals, and bases on this result a new proof of

Weierstrass' theorem by means of his Invariant Integral.

Hilbert's theory has recently been extended by A. Mayer f to the so-called

most general case of an extremum of a simple definite integral, in which it is

required to minimize an integral of the form

(4) J=\ /(«. yp ••■.y«; y\i ••■,v'n)dx,

involving n unknown   functions   yx, ••-, yn of   x and   their first   derivatives

y[, ■ ■ ■, y'n, connected by r < n differential equations

(5) Mx,Vi, •■•»?«> y'n •••>2/',) = ° (i»==l,3,.-,r)

Mayer finds the remarkable result that for n > 1 not all, but only a certain

jlass of w-parametric sets of extremals, furnish solutions of Hilbert's problem,

and derives from his results a proof of Weierstrass' theorem by means of

Hilbert's invariant integral.

In the present paper, which has developed out of the study of Professor

Mayer's memoirs, I propose to give an analogous extension, to the same general

case, of Weierstrass' original theory and of Kneser's theory as sketched

above.

I have endeavored to reach in the discussion of the general case the same

degree of rigor which has been attained for the simplest type of problems. For

this purpose, I make use of certain existence-theorems concerning implicit func-

tions and systems of differential equations, which extend the results, usually given

for the vicinity of a point, to the vicinity of a point set; these auxiliary theorems

are given in § § 1 and 2.

*See the references to Hilbert's papers on p. 460, third footnote; compare also Osaoon,

loc. oit., p. 121, and Bolza, Lectures, \ 21.

\ Ueber den Hilbert'sehen Unabhängigkeitssalz in der Theorie des ßlaximttms und 3Iinimums

der einfachen Integrale, Leipziger Berichte, 1903, pp. 131-145; 1905, pp. 49-67 and 1905,

pp. 313-314.    We shall refer to these papers as " Mayer, I, II, III."

Hilbert himself has given a geometrical proof of the generalized independence theorem for

the case r = 0, in which he reduces the ease n to the case n — 1 ; see his paper, Zur Variations-

rechnung, Güttinger Nachrichten, February, 1905.
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In § 3 follows a short sketch of the reduction of Euler-Lagrange's differen-

tial equations to a canonical system, in §§ 4 and 5 the proof of Weierstrass'

theorem for a set of extremals through a fixed point, based upon a combination

of Hamilton's formulas and Weierstrass' consfruction.

In §§ 6 and 7 the extension of Kneser's theory is given, and finally § 8 con-

tains the application to Weierstrass' theorem for Mayer's class of «-para-

metric sets of extremals.

§ 1.  Auxiliary theorems concerning implicit functions.

For brevity I shall say that a function fixx, ■ ■ ■, xn ), which is defined in * a

region f A, is of class C{r) in A, when the function f itself and its partial

derivatives up to the pth order (inclusive) exist and are continuous in* A

(if necessary, after a proper extension J of the definition of the function

y(iK,, ■••, xn) beyond the region A). Further I shall say that a point

(x) = (x,, •• -,xn) lies in "the vicinity (p) of a point set M" defined in the

(aj,, •••, xn) space, if it lies in the vicinity (p) of at least one point of M,

i. e., if there exists a point (xx, • ■ -, xn) of M such that

\x, — 53,I < p, • • •, I a; — x I < p.II 1 I   ^ r ' 'In «l^r

The vicinity (p) of the set M thus defined will be denoted by (p)m-

The following theorem holds :

Lemma I. Let the functions f(xx, ■ ■ -, xn) be of class C in a region A;

let further C be a bounded § closed \\ point set in the interior^ of A which has

the property that any two distinct points (x' ), (x")ofC are transformed into

two dhti.netpoints (u), (u") by the transformation

(6) u.=f.(xi, ■•-,xn) (i=l, 2, •■■,«).

If then the Jacobian

¿(/,v-</„)

_ d(xn ■ ■■»«»)

*in signifies at all points of.

11 use the word "region " for a point set which contains "inner" points, in accordance with

Bliss, Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 6 (1905), p. 49.

X This additional clause is necessary if we wish to cover the case where the region A contains

also "boundary points," because the derivative of a function, as usually defined, has a meaning

only for inner points of the region in which the function is defined.

§ "Borné" (Jordan).

|| " Abgeschlossen" (Cantor).

'j 1. e., every point of C is an "inner" point of A.
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is different from zero in* C, a vicinity (p)c contained in the interior of A can

be assigned such that

1) the transformation (6) defines a one-to-one correspondence between the

point set (p)c and its image Sp in the (u)-space ;

2) the set S   is made up exclusively of inner points ;

3) the inverse functions

thus defined for S   are of class C in Sp.

The proof of the theorem is based upon a slight modification of the method

by which I have proved a special case of the theorem in § 34 of my Lectures on

the Calculus of Variations ; for the details I refer to my note, Ein Satz über

eindeutige Abbildung und seine Anwendung in der Variationsrechnung, in one

of the forthcoming numbers of the Mathematische Annalen.

If we denote by E the image of C in the (zt)-space, it follows that we can

assign a second positive quantity a such that (a)s is contained in S . Hence

we have the

Corollary: For every point (tí) in (a)E the equations (6) have one and

but one solution (x) in (p)c-

This remark leads to the following

Lemma II. f If the functions fi(xx, ■■■,xm; yx, •••,«/,,) are of class C

in a region A in the (x, y)-space and if the n equations

CO /<(»,, •••,«.;  ¡f„ •••,y„) = 0 (i = l,2, •••,»),

are fulfilled for all the ¡mints of a point set C of the foliote big properties :

1) the set C is bounded and closed, and lies in the interior of A. ;

2) if (x, y), and (x", y") are two distinct points of C, then always

(x')^(x');

3) the Jacobian

3(/n •••./.)

ô(un   ••> .'/„)

is different from zero in C ;

then, ifX denote the "projection" J of C into the (x)-space, two ¡positive quan-

tities p (first) and a (second) can be assigned such that

*I. e., at every point of C.

t This is au extension of the ordinary theorem on implicit functions which refers to the solu-

tion of a system of equations in the vicinity of a point, see Genocchi-Peaxo, Differentialrechnung

und Grundzüge der Integralrechnung, nos. 110-117; Jordan, Cours d'Analy.ie, vol. 1, nos. 91, 92 ;

OsGOOD, Lehrbuch der Functionentheoric, vol. 1, pp. 47-55.

i The projection of the point (ai, ■•■, x',„, y\, •■•, j»'„) into the (z)-space is the point

(x\, ■•-, x',„).
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1) for every (x) in (o")x there exists one and but one solution (y) of the

equations (7) for which (x,y) lies in (p)ç;

2) the corresponding implicit functions

yi = ep.(xx, ■■■,xn)

are of class C in ( a )x.

To prove lemma II apply lemma I to the system of equations

Uh = Xh, Um+i=f(xx, •••,Xm;2/,, ..-,yj     (A = 1.2, ••-, m ;i = 1,2, •••,»),

and put afterwards um+i = 0.

§ 2. An existence theorem for systems of ordinary differential equations.

We consider a system of n differential equations

dec
(8) ^-/»(«. «i. •"»».) (k = l,2,.-;n),

in which the functions f. are continuous in a region A and admit continuous

first partial derivatives with respect to a;,, • • -, xn in the interior of A.

Then if A ( r, f,, • • •, £n ) is a point in the interior of the region A, there

exists, according to Cauchy's existence theorem, a unique solution of (8) which

passes through the point A and which is of class C in the vicinity of t = t.

We denote * it by

**-**(<; T»fp ■■•>?„)»
so that

<MT> T» fi» •••• £,)-£*•

Under these circumstances the following theorem holds :

Lemma III.    Let

(9) ¡*»-*»(«)»        «,-< = *,

6e a solution of (8) which lies in the interior of the region A ; let t0 6e a

particular value of t in the interval ( t0 tx ) and put

«-«!('■.)•

Then three positive quantities d, e0, e, can be assigned such that for every

point A(t, I,, • • -, £n) for which

|T-r#|SS«r, |l*-f»|=^ (*=l, 2, •••,»),
the solution

(10)_ ^-*4(«;T,f4,...,f.)

* I adopt the notation of Bliss in his article, 77ie solutions of differential equations of the first

order as functions of their initial values, Annals of Mathematics, ser. 2, vol. 6 (1905), pp.

49-68.    To the same article the reader is referred for the literature of the subject.
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exists, is of class C and lies in the interior of A for every t in the interval

*o     % = t = tx -{- ex.

For t = t0, £, = i;°x, • • -, fm = f°, the solution (10) coincides with the solu-

tion (9) :

epk(t; T„fî,... ,ß) ■«:(«), *»(*o<l)-

For analytic functions _/^ the theorem has been given, in a slightly different

form, by Kneser in his Lehrbuch der Variationsrechnung (§ 27), for non-

analytic functions by A. C. Lunn in his Thesis (Chicago, 1904), as yet unpub-

lished. On account of the importance of the theorem for the Calculus of

Variations, I add here still another proof :

Since the solution (10) is supposed to lie in the interior of the region A, it

can be " continued " * beyond the interval ( ta i, ) to a slightly larger interval

(h — eo' *i ~r" ei) without leaving the interior of A, and without ceasing to be of

class G'. From theorems on continuous functions it follows then that we can

assign a positive quantity a such that the domain [a] defined by the inequalities

[""]: ¿o-eo= * — *! + «,, K-<(0I = ""   (* = 1,2, ■••,»),

still lies in the interior of A.    In this domain \_a] the functions fk are con-

tinuous and satisfy Lipschitz's condition f

»)>(11) \fk(t,x[, ...,x'n) -fk(t,x'x',...,x'n') I <A'L¡*;-<¡   (fc=1-2,
1=11 I

with a certain value of the constant K.

We now coordinate with every point (t, xx, •••, xn) of the domain

Â:        t0 — e0S t=% tx -fe,, — oo<£eft< + oo   (fc = l, 2, • • -, «),

a point ( t, xx, ■ ■ ■, xn ) of [ a ] by means of the following definition :

xi when x\ ( t ) — a ë xi ^ x\ ( t ) + a,

x'](t) + cr        when cci > a?°(<) + a,

a;"(¿) — er        when a?{ <a;"(<) — o-,

and define:]: the functions ./^(i, xx, ■ ■ ■, xn) for the domain A by the equation

JkV'l X\l   ' ' "' Xn) ==/i(''a;i'   " ' ■' Xn)'

* Compare Bliss, loc. cit., p. 52.

t Compare Bliss, loc. cit., p. 50, footnote, and p. 60, footnote.

t The definition of ft admits of a simple geometrical interpretation in the case n = 1, if the

value of/t is represented by a third coordinate perpendicular to the ( t, x )-plane.
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From this definition it follows easily that the functions fk are continuous in the

domain A ; moreover there exists a positive quantity G such that

\fk(t, xy, ••-,».)| = G in Ä;

and finally the functions f. satisfy Lipschitz's condition in A with the same

value of the constant AT which occurs in (11).

Hence follows, according to Cauchy's existence theorem : If

% - % - T = h + ei

and if £,, • • •, fn is any system of values, the system of differential equation,

(12) -3f-J»('i *i» •••»*.) (fc = l, 2,-■-,„),

has a unique solution passing through the point A(r, f , • • •, £ ) :

«* = <£*,(*; ■>-, tu --i ?.)*

and this solution exists and is of class C throughout the whole* interval

(t0-e0, f, +ex).

Moreover it follows from Peano's inequality f that

\Mf> *.&.•••.{.)-&(«; T„fí,-..,É»)|
(13)

On the other hand it follows from the definition of the functions fk that every

solution of (12), which lies wholly in [cr] , satisfies at the same time (8), and

vice versa.    Hence we infer in the first place that the solution

**-**(*; vfí»-■■.£)
of (8) — which coincides with the solution (9) since both pass through the point

(tu, £',', ■ ■ •, £¡¡)— satisfies also (12) ; therefore we have

It follows now from (13) that if we take the positive quantity d sufficiently

small and choose t and £,. so that

(14) |t-t0| = c?,        \th — &\Sd (t = i, 2, •••,/.),

the solution

="* — ?*(*5 T»fi> •••'?») ('»—i'.S/Sii + ei),

of (12) lies in [tr] and satisfies therefore at the same time (8), and since it satis-

*Compare Picard, Traité d'Analyse, vol. 3 (ed. 1890), p. 91.

t Compare Bliss, loc. cit., pp. 55 and (¡2.
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fies the same initial conditions as (10), the two solutions must be identical;

hence also the solution (10) exists, is of class C and lies in the interior of A

for every t in the interval (t0 —- e0, tx + e,), if the condition (14) is satisfied,

Q.E.D.
From the general existence theorems* for differential equations it follows

further that the functions

£*(*; T' fn •■•' D

considered as functions of their n -f 2 arguments are continuous together with

the derivatives

%,           fty»            d_cpk           d2^ c^cpk

dt '         öt'         dÇ. '         dtdr' BtdÇ.

throughout the domain

ío-e»=í = í.+ «P lT-Tol = ^> |f*—S| —^     (* = 1,S, ■  -, «),

and that the Jacobian

d(<l>ii 4>f> •••■> 4>»)
3(f,. «,.-••. O

is different from zero throughout the same domain.

§ 3.   The differential equations of the problem and their general integral.

After these preliminaries we turn to the problem stated in the introduction.

We suppose the functions fifi, ■ ■ ■, f to be of class C" in a certain region

T of the (x, yx, • • •, y , y'., • • •, y'n )-space. According to Euler-Lagrange's

rulef we set

p=i

where the A.'s are unknown functions of x, and write for brevity

dß ô[ï ôiî

We start in our developments from the assumption that we have found a solu-

tion

(16)   ft—&(*)!     \ = \(x),    »0 = íc = a3,      (f^l,2,..-,«;p = l,2,---,r)

* Compare Bliss, loc. cit., pp. 61, 63, 67.

fCompare A. Mayer, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 26 (1886), p. 74, and Leipziger

Berichte, 1895, p. 129; Turksma, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 47(1896), p. 33;

Knesicr, Lehrbuch der Variationsrechnung, \ 56-58 ; Hahn, Monatshefte für Mathematik

und Physik, vol. 14 (1903), p. 326; Hilbert, Göttinger Nachrichten (1905), p. 1;

compare also Kneser's article in the Encyclopédie, HA, p. 579, 580.
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of Euler-Lagrange's differential equations, i. e., of the system of n + r dif-

ferential equations

Œ ß'~^"+' = 0' f"==0     (i=1'2,---,n;, = l,2,.-.,r),

of the following properties :

A) the functions y¡(x) are of class C", the functions X (x) of class C in

the interval (x0xx).

B) the curve

ft—fti35)» y'i = y'i{x)'        x0^x^xx    (i=i, 2, ••■,»),

in the ( x, yx, ■ ■ •, yn, y[, ■ • •, y'n )-space lies in the interior of the region T.

C) the Jacobian

is different from zero along the solution (16), i. e.,

D[x, yx(x), ■••; y[(x), •••; Xx(x), ■■■] 4= 0

throughout the interval (a;0a3, ).

With the system (I) is associated a " canonical system " * of differential equa-

tions which is obtained as follows :

We apply lemma II to the problem of solving the n + r equations |

(17) an+Ax'ifii •••> ft' •■•; xi> •••) — »«; /,(*>ft» •••; ft» •••) —°

with respect to

ft' --'ft' xi' •••' V

To the region A of the lemma corresponds in the present case the region

(*> ft> •••> ft»ft» ■••■> ft)in T; — °° <\< + <*>; — <x> <Vj< + °o,

and to the point set C the curve

(18)       yi = yi(x),y'i =y'i(x),Xp = Xf(x),vi = «,.(»), x0=^x^xx,

where vt(x) is defined by

(19)        »<(»)-Q.«[>»yi(")i •••; ft(x)' •••; \(*). ■•■]•

On account of our assumptions ^4), B), C) the curve (18) satisfies all the con-

* Compare Kneser's article in the Encyclopœdie, HA, pp. 584-586 and the references there

given ; also Jordan, Cours d'Analyse, vol. 3, no. 375, and A. Mayer's papers referred to in

the introduction and his paper in vol. 69 of the Journal für Mathematik, p. 240; we

adopt, as far as possible, Mayer's notation.

t Here and in the sequel the index i ( and likewise j, k ) is always understood to run from 1

to n, the index /> from 1 to r.
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ditions required by the lemma.    Hence there exist two positive quantities e, 8.,

such that for every x, y, ■ ■ ■, y , vx, • ••, v in the vicinity ( 8 ) of the curve

(20) ft-ft(»)i        «« — «*(*),        x0^x^xx,

the equations (17) admit one and but one solution y[, ■ ■ -, y'n, Xx, ■ • -, Xn for

which the point

(z.ft. •••'ft'ft' •••.ft' \. ■■■■> \t ft. ■■■■>'"„)

lies in the vicinity (e) of the curve (17).    We denote this solution by

/01, ft = ^(z>ft» •••»ft,; ft» •••»«„)»
irl)

xp = np(aî»ft> •••»ft,; ft» •••»ft)»

so that, identically in (8),

n„...) = ft,(22) íí„+í(a;'ft» •■•; *!»••■

/P(3î,ft, •••

and the system of values x, y., • > •, y , y

interior of the region T.    In particular

, ■ ■ •, y'n thus obtained lies in the

ftO»)-^«.^*). •••; ft(a0. •••].
(28)

Xp(x) = Up[x,yx(x), ■■■; vx(x), ■•■].

The first of these equations, combined with (19) and (I), shows that the functions

ft (»O. ••■» ft1(a')'ft(a0' •••» vAx)

satisfy the following system of2n differential equations:

dy.
dx=    ^X'Vx' ~"'y»' V" ■••'*»)'

civ
¿-^(».ft.-'.ft; *..•••.*; n,,...,n ).

These differential equations form a so-called canonical system.    For, if we

denote by

II(x,yx, ••-, ft, ft, ••-,«„)

that function of x, yx, • • •, y , vx, • • ■, vn into which the expression

Zft^+i^'ft' •••; ft. •••> \» •••)-«(*» ft. •••; ft. •••; \. •'••)i

is transformed by the substitution (21). i. e.,
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(24) H(x,yx, ..-,vx, •••) = 2>i¥.-O (*,,,„ •••; %,■■■; Ux, •■•),
i

and apply the identities (22), we easily obtain the result

c) FT
^r--u*(*.ft»v; %i •••! ni. ••).

ÔH    , ,
^ = ^k(x,yx, ■■■; vx, ••■).

Hence the system (II) may also be written

(m rfft = ö//      dv<=_íE
^   ' dx       eft ' dx dy'

which is the characteristic form of a canonical system.

On account of (212), the expression for H may also be written

(24J ^=E^-/(*»ft» •••,*!» ••■)•i
The functions on the right-hand side of (II) and the solution (20) of the

canonical system (II) fulfil the conditions of lemma III. Hence we can take

two quantities X0 < x0 and Xx > xx so near to x0 and a;, respectively, and

choose the positive quantity d so small that the following statements are true :

Let a" be an arbitrary value of x in the interval ( A^A", ) and write

yi(a°) = a%        vi(a") = V\;
then if we choose

\a-a"\Sd,        K-a'î| ^d,        |6,. - 6'!| =S d,

there exists a unique solution

y<-D<(as; a, «i. •••. «„; &,. ••-. ft.)
(25) (x.5^1,)

ft — ${(*> «. «i» • • •. ft ; ¿,» • • •. ft,)

of the system (II) having the following properties :

a) the functions 3)i5 35., considered as functions of their 2?i -f 2 arguments,

as well as their derivatives indicated by the operators

D      d       Ö        ô        d2 ô2 d1        d2 *

Dx'   da'   vak'   Bbk'   Dxda'   dxdak'   dxdbk'   Dx2  '

exist and are continuous throughout the domain

(26)        X0 S x el,,  \a- a"| S d, | a. -d\\^d, \bt - VA ̂  d.

*The existence and continuity of d'^fdx2, 32i) /¿5.c2 follow from the fact that the functions

on right-hand side of (II) are of class C in (if), which is slightly more than has been assumed

in lemma III.
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6) they satisfy the initial conditions

3);(a; a, ax, •• -, an; 6,, •••, 6n) = a.,

(27)
§B,.(a; a, a,, •••, an; 6,, • • -, bn) = br

c) the solution (25) lies in the vicinity (8) of the curve (20V

d) for
a = a\        a. = a°,        b. = &'!

the solution (25) coincides with the solution (20) :

*(»)■ 9,(03 a», a;,---; &•, •••),

(28)
»«(¡ft)» «,(»; «°,a?, •••; &,,•••).

e) the Jacobian

g(»i» ••-.!).. »,.•-. ».)
¿(o„ ••-,«„, 6,, • ••,&,,)

is different from zero throughout the domain (26).

From the solution (25) of the system (II) a corresponding solution of the

original system (I) is immediately obtained. For, from the definition of 3);, 3S,,

it follows that *

(29) &-*,(».&. •••; »„•■•);
hence if we define

(30)    £„(*; «,«„...,«„; 6„ • • -, 6„) = 11,(0, 3),, • • -, 3)„ ; 3j„ • •-, ».),

it follows from (II2) that

(3i) as; « o>, §),,. ..,t);.g,,...).

On the other hand, if in the identities (22) we replace y. and r. by 2); and 3J{,

respectively, and make use of (29) and (30) we obtain :

(32) n^(»,s)It...,$;,...,a^...)-»„    />,»„••• ,?),,•■• )=o.

Combining these equations with (31), we obtain the result:

The functions

/OQ. ft^it*; «, «,, •••»"„; &,» •■■»'•>„)»
(ód)

xp = -„(«; «»ft» •••» «,,; ft. •••' ft)»

satisfy Euler-Lagrange's differential equations (I)  throughout the domain

(26).

*The accent always denotes differentiation with respect to a-, even when other variables are

present.
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§ 4. Hamilton's Principal Function.

We consider now the integral

J=   I /(«.ft» •••-ft,'ft» •••'ft)«7*

taken along the " extremal " *

©:        ft— dÁx'> f<. ft. ■••' ft' ^n •••> ft.)

from the point whose abscissa is a to the point whose abscissa is x.

We denote the value of this integral considered as a function of x, a, a,, • • •, a ;

ft. ■■•■>Khy
l\(x; a, a,, •••, o.; 6,, •••, 6J

or simply 11, so that

(34) U=£fix,$)l, ...; 3)[,..-)dx,

or as we may also write on account of (322), (24J and (29) :

(34 J U-fo(», §)„••-, 2j;, •••,£,, ...)dx,

or

We propose to compute the partial derivatives of U ; for this purpose the ex-

pression (346) is most convenient.!    We obtain immediately

(35) JX=T.^%-H(x,%,...; *„•••).

Further, if we denote by a any one of the quantities ak, bk:

¿a      J„     i  \ da  -Jl   '     'Da ' Da "+l Da J      '

DVL
Da

where

(36) II J",       ll^.Jf,
•     ' Dy. ' "+'       Dv'

and the arguments of //, //., Hn+i are x, 2),, • • -, 3Jn, !i?,, ■ • -, 9.?s.

* We call extremal every set of functions y,, • • •, y„ of z with which can be associated a system

of functions \, • • -, Xr such that the functions y¡, >.ß constitute a solution of (I),

t With (34«) the computation is slightly more complicated.
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Applying to the second term under the integral sign integration by parts, we

obtain

au
da =[ç4!']>rç(s^--.H)-t«^))--

But the functions 5^, S3¿ satisfy the system (II) ; hence the integral is zero and

we obtain on account of (27) :

da

Taking successively a = ak, bk and making use of the relations

(")        (10 -v (l|) ...
\ k / x—a \ k / x=a

derived from (27) by differentiation with respect to «A, 6^, we obtain the result

r-38) ôJÊ_v??0^     6
(á8) aat--V^ßo;-6*'

Ï39Ï ^_y3!^

We now introduce, in addition to the assumptions A ), B ), C) of § 3, the

new assumption concerning the solution (16) of the original system (I) that the

Jacobian f

*4kis "Kbonbcker's symbol," viz. ¿« = 0if f + fc, <5« = 1.

t We notice incidentally that on account of (37a) the Jacobian A is (apart from the sign)

identical with Mayeb's determinant

A(i, o) =
Sa¡ ' "'        Ban' dbi'      '"' e'b„

\ 3«! ),=a ' '   \ »I. )z=a '  \ dbî )x=a '"'\dbn )x=a

(i = l,2, ...,»},

which furnishes "Jacobi's criterion " for the problem under consideration [see A. Mayer,

Journal für Mathematik, vol. 69 (1863), p. 250]. Hence it follows that it is possible .to

choose a" so that D) is satisfied, whenever "Jacobi's condition " is fulfilled (including the end-

point ar, ) ; see JOBDAN, Cours d'Analyse, vol. 3, no. 393.

As to the possibility of an identical vanishing of the determinant à(x, a), compare Mayeb,

Journal für Mathematik, vol. 69, p. 251 ; Encyclopédie, HA, p. 599 (Kneser), p. 634

(Zkbmelo and Hahn) and the references to von Escherich given there.

We also notice that the assumption D) implies that a0 lies outside of the interval ix0, x\),
since on account of (373)

A(a°;a°,a;,.-.;4»)=0.

According to its definition, a" must therefore be taken in one of the two intervals

-Toga«^,       or       %<0*£X1.
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A(x-   a   a    ■■■   a ■   b    ■■■   b )— -O^' "''%1

is different from zero along the particular extremal

©o:     ft-ft(*)«s ÜU»; «".ft0. ••■; ft0.---)       (i,s^i,),
i. e., that

Z>) A(£c; a0, aj, •■■; 6°, ...)4=0        for        a^SasSsa;,.

It follows then from our lemma III* that two positive quantities Jc and I

(I = h) can be assigned such that for every point x,yx, • ■ -, yn in the vicinity

(I) of the extremal

®o: ft=ft(a;)» x0^xSx¡,

and for every a, ai such that

| a — a01 < I,        | a,. — aj | < Í,
the n equations

(40) y;= 2),(a;; a, a,, ••-, an; 6,, •••, 6n)

admit one and but one solution 6,, • • •, 6n for which

\b.-b°\<k.i  »        11  ^

The corresponding inverse functions

(41) b.= %.(x, yx, ..-, yn: a, a,, ••-, an)

are of class C in the domain

(42) (x, yx, ■■ -, yn) in (l)^; \a — a°\<l, \ai— a°i\<l;

they satisfy in this domain the identities

(43) %(x; a, a,,.-- ;»„...) = y..

If we replace in U(x ; a, a,, ■ • •; 6,, • • •) the 6t's by the function 33;, the

function U is transformed into a function of x, yx, ■ ■ -, yn ; a, a,, • ■ -, an; we

denote it by

(44) 3B(0,yi, •••,&,; a, a,, • •-, aj = U(x; a, a,, • • -, «„; 33,, ••■, »„).

It represents ¿Äe value of the integral J taken along the uniquely defined

extremal joining the two points (a, a,, • • ■, an ) and (x,yx, ■ ■ •, yn ), considered

as a function of the coordinates of these two points.    It is identical with

* To the point set C of the lemma corresponds here the set

í, = iái„ y¡ = #,■(£), a = a°\ a. = a0., ft( = i».
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Hamilton's Principal Function * and a generalization of Darboux's Geodesic

Distance.-^

From the identities (43) we obtain by differentiation the relations

dak+^db; dak-"'

dW     ^32). d%\

¿Ï dbs   dyk       »'

where we have indicated by a stroke the substitution of 23 ; for 6;.

If we combine the relations (45) with the previous results (35), (38), (39),

we obtain the following theorems due to Hamilton : *

The partial derivatives of Hamilton's " Principal Function," defined by the

equations (34) and (44), have the following values

Ö2J3
-Q- = -H(x,yx, ■■■,yn\ 33,, •••, 93„),

(46)
39JB      - ¿>2B

¿'ft *' ^ft *"
wAere

&* — S*(»i «» ft, •• •. ft; 8p • ••> S„).

An immediate consequence (which we shall however not need in the sequel) is

the well-known theorem that 2$ satisfies " Hamilton's partial differential

equation" :

dm    u( dm       dw\   . .
-^- + ^!B,yl,...,yii,.¿)--,..., -¿-j = o.t

§5.  Ifeiersirass' theorem for a set of extremals through a fixed point.

We now give the quantities a, ai the special values

a= a\ a, = a?,

* Philosophical Transactions, 1835, part I, p. 99.

t Theorie des Surfaces, vol. 2, no. 536.

X All these results might have been taken directly from Hamilton's theory, for instance in E.

von Weber's presentation in his Vorlesungen über das Pf aff'sehe Problem, art. 386. But on the

one hand, I did not wish to presuppose Hamilton's theory, on the other hand the question of

the inverse functions S3, requires a slightly different treatment from the Caiculus of Variations

standpoint.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 3«
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and write for brevity

3).(x; a\a\, •••,<, ft, ■ •-, 6J =r,.(a3, 6,, ■••, bn),

%i(x; a\ a% ••-, a», 6,, ••-, 6J = o.(x, 6,, •••, 6„),

£p(x; a», a% • - -, a», 6„ • • -, 6J = lp(x, 6„ • ■ -, 6J.

Then the equations

(47) y«-9,(*5 ft, •••.&.),

in which 6,, ■ • •, 6 are considered as variable parameters, represent the set of

extremals through the point

x=a°,yx = a% ...,yn = a%

and from what has been said in § 4 about the solution of the equations (40), it

follows a fortiori, that for every x,yx, ■ ■ -, yn in the vicinity (l)^ the equations

(47) admit one and but one solution 6,, • ■ -, bn for which \bt — b\\ < k. The

vicinity (¿)|i0 constitutes therefore afield of extremals about the extremal ©0.

The corresponding inverse functions are

ft = 83,(0, ft, •••»ft,. «°. ft0. •••. «!',) ■ 6¿(a»ft» ••-, yn).

Further we define

(48) w(x,yx, •••,y,)-SB(0, ft, •••»ft,, a\ a% •••,.<)•

The function m ( x, yx, ■ ■ •, yn ) is identical with the value of the integral J taken

from the fixed point (a0, a,, • • -, a°) to the point (x, yx, ■ ■ -, yn) ol the field

along the unique extremal of the field passing through the point (x,yx, ■ ■ -,yn);

we shall call it the field integral. From (46) it follows that its partial deriva-

tives have the values

dm - dm     -
(49) ~dx = -H(x'^' •••'ft.;t'" •■■'".)'       dJk = V"'

where the stroke indicates the substitution of f>,. for 6¿. These expressions may

be thrown into a different form by introducing the functions

ft^.ft. •••.ft) = ft(:»; ft, ••-. K)>
(50)

ft>(*.ft. •••.ft) = tp(:«; ft. ---.ft)-

For, according to (29), (30) and (32),

vi = íí,l+Áx'Vl, •••; ft. •••; ii. •••).

9¡-*i(*»9it"'i ft. •••).'

[p-np(0,n„ •••; t>,, ■■•)
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and therefore on replacing b{ by i)t, and applying (50), we get

ft-0„+i(»»&i •••» J»»« •••; ft» •••)»

ft = *"i(a!»ft» •••; ft» •••)»

ft = n„(a;»ft' ■■■; ft» ■•■)•

Substituting finally for H its value from (24J, we obtain the result :

The partial derivatives of the field-integral ro have the following values:

d\n

-g-, -/(»»^i, •••;Pi» •••)-Zftiln+,(:c.ft>---; ft. •••; ft- •••).

(5i)  .

^ = fín+*(a!.ft»---;^i.---; ft. •••)•

Let now

®: ft=ft(a!). ftS^œ^OJ,

be any curve of class G which satisfies the differential equations (5), lies in the

field (l)n0, and passes through the two end points of ©0, viz.,

-PoOwio'-'-'y-o)     and     Ai^.fti. •••»ft.).
where

fto = ft(a5o)»     ya = yAxx)-

To this curve we can apply Weierstrass' construction. In order to fix the

ideas we choose* a" < x0. Then, if P(x, yx, ■ • -, yn) is any point of 6, we

draw the unique extremal 6 of the field from P° to P and consider the function

S(x) = Jls(P»P) + J1[(PPx).

We have then, in the usual manner,

AJ= Jf% _ J% - _ [ £(0.) - #(*„)].
But

J,(P0P) = w[x,y(x),-..,yn(x)],

J*(PPi) = j /[», &(*)> •••» ft(»), yi(»), •■■» £(«)] dx.

Hence we obtain for the derivative S'(x) :

Aw = ^ + Ça^s'i-/(a!»2'p ••■»ft» ft. •••. ft).

that is, according to (51),

s'(x) = - E(ft- ft)n»+i(x, ft. ■ • -.ft. • • -, ft. • • •)i
_ +/(*>&> ■••♦A» ••■)-/(a5, ft. •••, ft, •••)•

* Compare the footnote on p. 473.
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Hence if we introduce the i?-function by the definition

E(x, ft» • • •» ft.; Pv - ■ •» pn> ft» • • •» ft ; ft, • • -, ft) -/(*, ft» • • -, ft» • • •)
(52)

"/(«»ft»   -"».ft»   •••)-Z)(ft-ft)nn+i(a!.ft.---'ft.---»ft»---)»i
we obtain Weierstrass' Theorem :

AJ== J   E'ixi ft (»O. •••; iftO.fti3')' •••]. •••'

(53) y[(x)   ..■;  p,x[x,yx(x),...],...}dx,

in which the functionsp{, p,  are defined by (50).

§ 6. Kneser's Problem generalized.

In the preceding section Weierstrass' theorem has been proved for the

special case of an «-parametric set of extremals passing through a fixed point;

in this and the following sections, we propose to extend the theorem to a more

general class of n-parametric sets. The method which we shall use will be

entirely analogous to the method by which Kneser * has accomplished the same

result for the simplest case n = 1, r = 0.

Accordingly, let

(54) y.= Yi(x,ax, --^aj,        v. = V.(x, a,, • • •, an),

be any w-parametric set of solutions of the differential equations (II), containing

the special solution

(20) ft-ft(*)>        ft = ft(a;).

say for a. = a\, and furnishing a field j Sk of extremals about the particular

extremal (S0.    The inverse functions of the field will be denoted by

ft = ft(*.ft. •••.ft)
so that identically

(56) Y(x; a^.-^aj^y,.

Across the field Sk we draw an ?i-dimensional surface which meets every, extre-

* Compare the Introduction.

f We include in this assumption the condition that the functions Yt, d Ytldx shall be of class

C in a certain domain
H — é<x<xi + ¿,        \cti — a°|<<5.

The field S* consists of all points x, yx, ■ ■ -, y„ furnished by the equations

(55) y,= ri(z;o1, •••,«»),

when x, a,, •• •, an are restricted to the domain

To — k<x<xx + h,'      \at — a?|<&.
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mal of the field in one and but one point ; such a surface may be represented, in

parameter-representation, in the form

(57) *=-£(«,., •••»«»).      ft= ^¡(¿r; ft. •••, «„)•

Then we consider our integral J taken along the extremal © : a,, • • •, an of the

set (55) from its point of intersection with the surface (57), i. e., from the point

Pu whose abscissa is £(a,, • • ■, an), to the point P whose abscissa is a;, i. e.,

the integral

(58) U(x; a,,---, an) =  P fi(x, Yx, ■ ■ ■, Y'x, ■ ■-)dx.
^¿(«i.<*„)

The same integral, considered as a function of the coordinates x, yx, • • •, yn of

the end point P will be denoted by W(x, yx, ■ ■ •, yn), so that

(59) W(x,yx, •■•,yj= U(x; a,,.--,a„).

We call the surface (57) the " surface of reference " for the definition of the

function W.

And now we propose so to choose the sut face (57) i. e., the function

£(a,, • • •» ft), that the partial derivatives of the function W shall have the

same simple form as in the previous case of a set of extremals through a fixed

point, viz.,

dWjx,yx, •••,y„)
-dx- =-Hix,yx, ■■•,yu,Vl, ■■■, V„),

(60)
dWjx,yx, ■■■.y.) _ ^

dyk

where

Vk= Vkix; a,, •••,a„).

As soon as this is accomplished Weierstrass' theorem for the set (55) will

follow immediately.

From the connection between the functions Wix, yx, • • •, yn) and

£7(x; a,, •••,an) it follows that the partial derivatives of W will take the

above form if and only if the partial derivatives of U have the values

tau dU    /y     v v       s        dU dY

corresponding to (35) and (39).

The expression for dU/dx has always the desired form, however we may

choose £; it remains, therefore, so to determine the function ¡;(ax, •■ -, a ) that

(612) shall hold.

We start from the remark, which is easily verified, that every «-parametric

set of solutions of the system (II), which furnishes a field of extremals about our
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extremal 60, can be thrown by a parameter-transformation, into the canonical

form

,Re). ft-D<(*5 a°,ft. ••-,«„; Bx, .... j?J,
(62)

vi = i8.(x; a\ ax, ■■-, an; Bx, ■■■, Bn),

where Bx, ■ ■ ■, Bn are functions of a,, • ■ •, an of class C in a certain vicinity

of a, = a,, • • -, an = a", satisfying the initial conditions

(63) J3i(a;,...,a»i) = 6«;

the quantities a0, aj, • • •, a\ have the same signification as in § 3, and a,, • • •, an

are considered as the parameters of the set.

We may, without loss of generality, suppose that the parameters a,, ■••, an

of the set (54) are these canonical parameters, so that

,„,.       *;(»; ft. ■••.ft)=¡)i.(a;, «°.ft. •■■>«„; A. ••-.^n).
(64)

Ff(a;; a,, •••, aj = SB.(a; a0, a,, ••-, an; #,, •••, Bn),

whence it follows that

Y^a"; a,, •••, aj = ai, ^(a0; a,, • • -, aa) = B..

The integral U( X ; C,, • • •, a ) may therefore be expressed in terms of the func-

tion U defined by (34), viz :

U(x; a,, ..., <*„)«■ U(«; a0, a,, •••; Bx, •••) — U(£; a0, a,, •••; 5,, •••).

Hence we obtain

¿5 ¿7

c'a

7_fd\X(x)\ (dl\(x)\dBJ_düß^

where the bracket ( ) indicates the substitution of B¡ for 6¿ and of a0 for a.

Substituting the values of dl\/dak, d\l/dbk from (38) and (39), and noticing

that according to (64)

art   /£j)A   -(d&yBj
¿ft~V*ft/ + T\^/^V

we obtain

v     ' ¿ft      ¿f    * 5a, * dat
ft * ft ft

In order that dU/dak may have the desired form (612), it is therefore necessary

and sufficient that

Hence we infer in the first place :   The desired determination of the func-

tion %(ax, • ■ •, an) is, for n> 1, not possible for all n-parametric sets of ex-
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tremáis, but only for those special sets for which in the normal form (62) the

functions Bx, • • •, Bn are the partial derivatives with respect to a,, • • •, an

respectively of one and the same function of a,, ■ ■., an, for which therefore

the functions B{ satisfy the integrability condition

k a

We shall call these special n-parametric sets of extremals Mayerian sets of

extremals, because they are identical with the sets discovered by Mayer,*

which have the peculiarity of furnishing solutions of Hilbert's Problem.

We suppose in the sequel that for our set (54) the condition (67) is fulfilled,

so that

where A ( a,, ■ • ■, a;i ) is any function of a,, ■ • •, an, of class C" in the vicinity

of a\, • ■ ■, a°n, which satisfies according to (63) the initial condition

dA(ax, •-., aB)k«%

I
(69) ^^   ,,%T-.,= 6„_

Our condition (66) takes then the form

/ dA DA\
(70) Ulf; a", a,, -.., an; ^--, ••-, ¿, - 1= — A(ax, ■■■, an) + c,

\ In/

c being a numerical constant independent of a,, • • •, a .

For the discussion of this equation we write for brevity

/        , dA dA\        . s       „
\\\x; a\ a,, ••■, aH ; ^ , •••, ^-1 + A(a], ••-, aj = G(x; a,, •■•, a,)

and add to our previous assumptions f A) to D) the further assumption

E) f[x,tM(x),...; y[(x),...] +Oin(0o01).

Under this assumption we consider the problem of solving the equation

(71) G(x; «,, •••, an)=u

with respect to x.

* See Mayer II, Q, 2, 3 ; compare also below, $ 8, end. From the fact that for the special

sets of extremals through a fixed point the partial derivatives of the field integral have the simple

form (49), it follows that these special sets, when properly normalized, satisfy the condition

(67).    Compare Mayeu's remarks on this point, Mayer, II, p. 63.

t See pp. 468 and 474.
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Since according to (69), (64), and (28)

Y(x; aj,...,<)-y4(0),
it follows from E) that

dG(x; a,, ■■•, «J

for

U 1 ' i í '

and therefore

G(x-, «;,-••, o + #(*"; °?. •••'<),

if x', a?" are any two distinct values of as in the interval (x0xx).    Hence on

applying * lemma I of § 1 to the system of equations

u= G(x; ax, ■■■, an),        u{—a.,

we obtain the result that the equation (71) admits a unique solution

(72) x = £(«,, -.., an; u)

in the following sense : The positive quantity k can be taken so small that if

x', a[, ■ ■ •, a'ti is any point in the domain

as, — k < x < a?, -f k, | ft — «° | < ^.

and G(x ; a\, • • -, a'u) = u, then the equation

G(x; a[, • ■ -, a'n) = u

has no other solution than x = x = ¡;(a[, ■ ■ -, «' ; u), satisfying the condition

x, — k < X < x, -)- ¿.

Further, if ir0 and Gx denote the minimum and maximum of the function

G(x; a", •••, a") in the interval (x0xx), it follows from the corollary to

lemma I that a second positive quantity I = k can bo determined so that for

every r»,, • • •, « ; u in the domain

(73) G<s-l<u<Gl + l,        \a.-an.\<f,

equation (71) has one and but one solution

x = !(«,, • •-, aa; u)

for which xg — k <C X ■< a;, + »ft    Moreover the equation

(74) G [f(a,, ■••, a„; tí), «,, •• -, «„] = u

* To the point set C ot the lemma corresponds here the set
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holds identically in the domain (73), and the function f (a., • ••, a ; u) is of

class C in the same domain.

Hence follows the result: If the functions Bi satisfy the condition (67), our

problem has an infinitude of solutions, viz.,

% — £(«,. ■••, oBs c),

differing from each other by the value of the constant c. The latter may

take any value between G0 — I and Gx -f I. If we take £ ( a,, • ■ ■, an ; c ) as

lower limit in the definition of the function U(x; a,, •••, a), the partial

derivatives of U have the desired values (61). The functions U corresponding

to two different values c and c" of the constant c can therefore differ only by

an additive constant independent of x, «,,••-, an, a result which can immedi-

ately be verified directly, since, according to (74),

/•f(«i, •■■,«»; c")

f(x,Yx,.-.;Y\,-.-)dx
*'í("i, ...,a»; e»j

(75)
= 6? [{■(«!, •••, «„; c"); a,, ■••, a„]

-£[£(«!, • ••> ft; c'); ft. ••-, «,.] = c"-c.

§ 7  Kneser s theorem on transversals generalized.

Passing now from the consideration of the function U(x, ax, ■ ■ -, an) to the

function W(x, y,, •• •, yn), we write for brevity

(76) .F [£(«,, ■■•, a„; it); a,, ••■, aa] = i;{(at, ■• -, au; u).

The equations

(77) x = £(«,, ••-,«„; c),      ft = ft(ft, •••, ft,; c)

represent then, in parameter-representation, an »¿-dimensional surface Xc in the

(n + lVdimensional space of the variables x, y,, • • •, yn. It lies entirely in the

field S/; if a,, • • •, a;i are restricted to the domain : \a. —• a" | < / ; giving c differ-

ent constant values we obtain a one-parameter set of surfaces, and from what has

been said about the solution of the equation (71), it follows that through every

point of the field S; passes one and but one surface of the set.

We shall call  these   surfaces the   " transversal surfaces "   of  the field  S,

formed by the set of extremals

(55) y.= Y(x; ax, •■•, «„),

because thev are the generalization of Kneser's " transversals." If we take the

integral IIr( x, y , ■ ■ •, y ) from the point of intersection of the extremal passing

through the point (se, y,, • • •, yf) with a fixed transversal surface of reference,
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the partial derivatives of W have the desired form (60). If we change the

transversal surface of reference, the function W(x, y,, • ••, yn) changes only

by an additive constant ; the function W(x, y,, • • -, yn) is therefore determined

up to an additive constant by the set of extremals (55) forming the field ; we

shall call it the field-integral.

Exactly as in § 5, the exjtressions (60) for the partial derivatives of the

field integral may be thrown into the form

dW ^
¿¿■-/(»•yii •••! -ft' ••O-Eft^-H^'ft. •••> p,* •••; ft. •••)'

(79)
dW     n     ,
■&r = ".,+*(a3> ft. ■••; ft. ••■; ft' •••),

the functions pi, p.  being defined by the equations

ft(*.ft. •••.ft)= rax; ax,--.,an)

ft(*.ft. •••.ft) = Ap(a;; a,, •••, a„),

where in accordance with (64)

Ap(x,ax, •••,«.)-%(*; a0, ft0, •••, «°; Bx, ■■-, Bj.

The equation (75) interpreted for the function W(x, y,, • ■ -, yn) contains the

extension of Kneser's fundamental theorem on transversals :

Two transversal surfaces %c,, %¿, of the same field, formed by a Mayerian

set of extremals, intercept on the extremals of the field arcs along which the

integral J has a constant value, viz., c" — c .

Conversely: If the surface of reference for the integral W(x, y,, • • -yn) is

the transversal surface %e,, then the points of the field for which

W(x, y,, •••, y„) = c" — c

lie on the transversal surface %c„.

Hence the transversal surfaces (77) are identical with the surfaces

W(x,yx, •■•, yj= const.

To complete the analogy with the case n — 1, r — 0, it remains to show that

the transversal surfaces can also be characterized by differential equations which

are the analogue of Kneser's condition of transversality. Differentiating the

identity (74) with respect to a,, and utilizing the results obtained in deriving

(65), we get*

(80) /(^,-,r;,..)^ç^îri = o.

*The substitution symbol |r=f refers to the whole left-hand side of equation (80).
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Conversely, if £ is a function of a,, ■ • •, an satisfying the n partial differential

equations (80), then

G(%; ax, •••, an) = const.,

i. e., independent of a,, • • •, a .

Hence the transversal surfaces may also be characterized by the n partial

differential equations (80) for the function £ ; these differential equations are

compatible in consequence of the relation (67).

If we introduce the functions vi defined by (76), we have

, dx      dY,'*~*     dr¡.
Y        + -     "      =

¡ dak       dak dak '

and (80) may be written

(81)      [fi(x,Yx,...,Y[,...)-^Y:Vf\X=t^- + Zvrttai=°-
* i k i \ k

On account of (24J, (29) and (32), the same equation may also be thrown

into one of the following two forms

(81J -H(x,Yx,...-,  F,l...)r^ + SF¡",Jj,-01

(Bio       (ß-z^;n+;)   tv+Eß.+.   ¿Jf-°<

the arguments of il, íln+¡ being x, Yx, ■ ■  , Y\, • • •, A,, • • ■.

Condition (81), in any one of its three equivalent forms, is the analogue of

Kneser's condition of transversal ity ; for, in the simplest case n = 1, r = 0,

the n equations (81(j) reduce to the one equation

[/(*, Y, Y') - Y'fs,(x, Y, Y')]ÇiDdl+f,(x, Y, F')p^J-0,

which is the well-known condition of transversality.

§8.  Weierstrass' theorem for a Mayerian set of extremals.

The fundamental formulas (78) being once established, Weierstrass' theorem

follows immediately by  Kneser x modification of  Weierstrass' construction*

For, let %. be the transversal surface through the end-point Pa of the ex-

tremal (Su5 and X' a second transversal surface of the field which meets the con-

tinuation of (S0 at a point P'a whose abscissa is less than xa. From an arbitrary

point P2 of £0 we draw to the second eiful-point Px of (iu any curve

_ G: ft-ft0ft)
*See KNESER, Lehrbuch, §20, and Boi./.A, Lectures, 5 37, a).
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of class C', lying wholly* in the field S^ and satisfying the differential equations

/„(«.fti«), ••-.ft'(9;)' ■••) = o.

_ H

Through an arbitrary point P(x,yx, ■ ■ ■, yu) of 6 passes a unique extremal G

of the field, which meets the transversal surface %' at one and but one point P'.

We consider then the function

S(x) = J,(P'P)+J~,(PPx).

Since according to the generalized theorem on transversals,

Jh(P'2P2)=Jic(P'0P0),

(see figure), it follows exactly as in the case n = 1, r = 0, that

A</ = J~(P2PX) - JH(P9Pt) = fl S'(x)dx.

J,(P'P) = W[x,yx(x),...,yn(x)],

if X' is used as surface of reference for W; and since the expressions for the

partial derivatives of W are the same as in the special case of a set of extremals

through a fixed point, also the computation of S'(x) is the same as in § 5 and

need therefore not be repeated here. We thus obtain Weierstrass' theorem

in the following form :

Let

But

ft— ^(»3 ft'   ■•, ft)ss %\x; a", ax,

xp = Ap(xi ft. •••. «„) = Spi«; a°, ft,

•• a
dA

dax'

dA
l" ' dax '

dA\

' dan ) '

dA\

* Notice that the field S* is a continuum, as follows from lemma I in § 1.
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be a Mayerian n-parametric set of solutions of Euler-Lagrange's differen-

tial equations (I) furnishing a field of extremals, Sk, about the ¡^articular

extremal ©0.    Let further

«i-■««{*» Äi ---'ft)

denote the inverse functions of the field and define

ft(«,ft, •••, ft,)= Y\(x; ax, ■■■, a),

ft(»,ft, ••-,ft)= Ap(x; ax, ■■■,an).

Under these circumstances, ifX0 is the transversal surface of the field passing

through the end point P0 of the extremal ©0, P2 any point ofX0 and

©: ft = ft(a;), x2Sx^xx,

any curve of class C, passing through the point P2 and the second end-point

Px o/*@0, which lies wholly in the field S4 and satisfies the partial differential

equations

fPíx,yÁx)i •••; ftt35), •••] = 0,
the total variation

AJ=J,(P2PX)-J%(P0PX)

is expressible by the definite integral

AJ= I    E{x, yx(x), ■ ■ ■ ; », [x, y,(x), ••■],•••; y[(x), ■■■;pl[x, y(x), ■••],•• -}dx,

where the E-function is defined by the equation

E(x, yx, ■ ■■; px, •••: y[, ■••; (\i ■•■)=f(x, y,, •••;  y[, •■•)

-f(x,ft. ■•■; ft. •••)-Z(ft'-ft)°,,+i(x.ft. • ••; ft. •■•; ft. •••)•i

From the fundamental formulas (78) follows also immediately the extension

of Beltrami-Hilbert's independence theorem as given by Mayer : *

Ifp¡, MP are the functions of x, yx, ■ ■ -, yn defined by (79), then the expres-

sion

T = f(x,yx, ■■■; px, ■■)+'EyjJ-pi)nn+i(x,yx, •••;»,,•••; /¿x, ■■■)

is a complete derivative with respect to x, for arbitrary functions y,, • • -, y„

of x, and at the same time

/pi^'ft, ■•■; ft, •••) = o,

identically in x,yx, ■ ■ •, yn.

f Compare Mayer II, § 3.
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For, according to (78)

T=jxW(x,yx,-..,yn),

whatever functions of x may be substituted for y,, • • -, yn, and (82) is obtained

from

/„(*, Yx,...-, r;,...)»o

by substituting a,, for av

Hence it follows that the value of Hilbert's invariant integral generalized,*

i. e., the integral

j;= Crdx,
»'S

taken along any admissible curve Ê lying wholly in the field SA, is independent

of the path of integration and depends only on the position of the end-points,

since

J\ = W(a", bx, ■ - -, b'n') - W(d, b[,.. -, b'n),

if a, b'x, • • -, b'n and a", b[', • ■ -, b'n' respectively are the coordinates of the first

and second end-point of ©.

On applying this result first to the curve © and then to the curve @0, we obtain

Jl = W(xx,yxx, ...,yn,)- W(x2,yX2, ••-,yn2),

^„= W(xx,yxx, ...,yn,)- W(xa,ym, ••-,yn0).

But since the points P2 and P0 lie on the same transversal surface i£0, we have

according to § 7

W(x2,yX2, ...,yB2)= W(x0,yXB, •••,?*),

and therefore

On the other hand it follows from (79) that

ft(*.^i. ••.,*:)-r
and therefore in particular for a¡= a0{,

Pi[x, yx(x), •••,y„(a;)] = ft(a0-
Hence

and therefore

AJ=J~-JZ,

which is again Weierstrass' theorem in the form given above.

Fbeiburo i. B.,

April 27, 1906.

* Compare Mayer II, p. 66.


